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By Dr James J Zogby 

Much has already been written about the Trump
Administration’s release of its long-awaited plan
for Israeli-Palestinian peace. I will not repeat the

criticisms. Instead, I will focus on what I found to be the
striking and disturbing parallels between this Trump “Deal
of the Century” and last century’s infamous “Balfour
Declaration”. Though certainly longer and more preten-
tious than the “Declaration”, in many ways, the “Deal”
reflects much the same intent and logic as its predecessor.
There are also, of course, some significant differences. 

One initial difference, of course, is that while Lord
Balfour’s statement was just one rather complicated sen-
tence of 67 words, President Trump’s “Peace to Prosperity:
A vision to Improve the Lives of the Palestinian and Israeli
People” is over one hundred pages, including appendices
of details, maps and charts. But here’s what they have in
common. Both are examples of the extraordinary arrogance
of imperial powers. Both are inherently racist, viewing one
group of people as superior, with their rights as more
important than those of another less favored group. And
both were motivated by callous political considerations.

In the 20th century, the founders of the political Zionist
movement realized they could not achieve their ambition
of founding a national home for the Jewish people unless
they had an imperial sponsor to support them. In succes-
sion, they courted the Ottoman Sultan, the German Kaiser,
and even the Russian Czar. When it became clear that
Great Britain would be a willing accomplice, they focused
energy on winning its support.

The British needed little convincing since they under-
stood the potential role Jewish colonization could play in
securing their Middle East ambitions. And the British gov-
ernment was hopeful that by issuing the Declaration, they
might win the support of influential Jewish leaders in the
US to support the Allied powers against the Central
Powers in World War I.     

In issuing his Declaration, Balfour pledged to support
the creation of a Jewish “national home” that would help to
secure their interests in the eastern Mediterranean region.
In doing so, Balfour gave no consideration to the fact that
the land he was promising wasn’t his to give. Great Britain

was, after all, an imperial power and could whatever it
wanted to do. He also demonstrated little or no regard for
the rights of the inhabitants of that land. The Declaration
did include a phrase saying “that nothing should be done
which may prejudice the rights of the existing non-Jewish
communities in Palestine,” but that was never intended to
be taken seriously. 

When chided by then US President Wilson, that the
aspirations and rights of the inhabitants of Palestine should
be considered, Balfour made his intentions clear, saying
that “In Palestine, we do not propose even to go through
the form of consulting the inhabitants of their
wishes...Zionism...is of far greater importance...than the
desires and prejudices of the 700,000 Arabs who inhabit
that land.” Imperial arrogance, racism and disregard for
the rights of the Palestinians, and callous domestic politics
- these were the elements that motivated Balfour. They are
the same elements that can be seen to be behind Trump’s
“Deal of the Century.” There is, however, in the Trump
“Deal” an additional element that makes it even more dis-
turbing than its predecessor - and that is its blatant disin-
genuousness.

In awarding to Israel huge swaths of the West Bank,
including all of “East Jerusalem,” like Balfour, Trump
“gives” away land that isn’t his to give - but then, the US,
under Trump, sees itself as a law unto its own and can do
whatever it pleases. In subordinating Palestinians rights to
Israeli security concerns and placing onerous burdens on
Palestinians, while placing none on the Israelis, Trump, like
Balfour, is demonstrating that, in his mind, Israeli needs and
their very humanity are of greater importance to him than
those of the “Arabs who inhabit that ancient land.” And in
timing the release of his plan to deflect from his trial in the
US Senate and inviting to its launch his most ardent Jewish
and right-wing Christian Evangelical supporters, Trump
was making clear that domestic politics were of utmost
importance in his calculations.

What makes this “Deal” more disturbing than the
“Declaration” is that it ignores the history and consequen-
tial developments of the last century - two devastating
World Wars, the emergence of a body of international law
and conventions that sought to learn the lessons of those
wars and regulate the behavior of nations in times of war,

and multiple Arab-Israeli wars that have taken the lives of
tens of thousands, left millions as refugees, and created a
deep well of bitterness among those who were expelled
and those denied their legitimate rights under a cruel
occupation. The Trump “Deal” pretends that it can brush
all of this history aside, tear up this body of laws and con-
ventions, and disregard the humanity of the victims of dis-
possession and loss of rights.

Most disturbing is that, like a real estate huckster, the
“Deal” attempts to do all this with a trickster’s “sleight of
hand,” saying  “it’s a great deal for the Palestinians, “theirs
for the taking,” “a win-win,” “it’s their last chance,” and
then cynically adding “if they don’t screw it up.” In this
regard, the Trump “Deal” makes clear where it is ultimately
different than Balfour’s Declaration. At least Balfour was
honest about his disregard for the rights of the
Palestinians. 

I’d like to be high-minded and state that this “Deal” will
never succeed. But I’ve learned my own hard lessons from
history. An uncontested imperial power can flaunt interna-
tional law and wreak havoc, leaving vulnerable people to
pay the price for its arrogance and callousness. As it is, the
embrace of Trump’s plan by the Israel right - and that
includes both Netanyahu and his opposition - will embold-
en them to move aggressively to take advantage of this
license they have been given to consolidate their hold over
the Occupied Territories. 

The divided and visionless Palestinian leadership is in
no position to mount an effective challenge either to
Trump or Israel. And the equally divided Arab World and
the ineffectual EU will complain but take no meaningful
action as Israel moves to consolidate its hold on the
Territories. What we have, finally, is a one-state reality - an
Apartheid state - and with that, we enter a new period of
struggle for equality and human rights.

Welcome to the world ushered in by the “Deal of the
Century”. It is a world not unlike the one that confronted
Arabs in Balfour’s World War I era — the injustices it will
bring forth and the struggle for justice it will give birth to
will continue.

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the Arab
American Institute

Trump and Balfour compared
Washington Watch 

A US dairy farmer 
works to cut back 

Jim Davenport’s alarm clock rings at 2:45 am every
morning. That’s when he climbs out of bed for the
day’s first milking of his 64 cows. It’s not the long

hours that scares this longtime dairy farmer, it’s the string
of lean years that has him weighing whether to just pack
it in. If things aren’t any better at the end this year than
they were last year, Davenport promised himself “it’s time
to consider”. “That’s the first time I’ve ever said that, but
that was my New Year’s resolution,” he says, standing in
his barn in Ancramdale, a hamlet about two hours north
of New York City.

On a windy and glacially cold January day, his milk
cows - Holsteins and Ayrshires - stay inside the barn.
They calmly chew their constantly replenished feed or
lounge next to the 20 cats who keep the rodent popula-
tion under control. Heavily bundled up and sporting a
green baseball cap branded with the logo of his dairy
cooperative, Davenport walks from one animal to anoth-

er, calling them by name
and occasionally mention-
ing their birthdays. The
mustachioed farmer with
cheerful eyes will tend lat-
er to his calves and heifers,
housed in outdoor sheds.
At almost 60 years old,
Davenport could see him-
self working another 20
years - he loves his work
and the idea of feeding
people. “But I’d like to at
least make some money
doing it, or at least come
out of it debt free,” he says.

He rents his farm, where he lives with his wife - a retired
teacher - and where they raised their two daughters.

‘Last man standing’ 
After an exceptional year in 2014, the price of milk

plummeted, not really picking up again until the end of
2019. The main problem, according to Davenport, is that
Americans are “very efficient at making milk”. Between
genetic and nutritional advancements, cows produce

twice as much milk as they did in 1980. The consumption
of dairy products has gradually increased every year, but
overproduction is a chronic issue.

The costs of food production - in fuel, in labor - do
not stop increasing. Davenport is particularly worried
about a new state law that requires him to pay workers
overtime if they work more than 60 hours a week. At the
end of the day, “it’s the last man standing,” said
Davenport, without bitterness. The larger farms have
more chance of success, while the smaller ones will suf-
fer. The reasons may vary - in too much debt, or at
retirement age with no successor, or because the land is
worth more than it can yield as a farm - many farmers
have thrown in the towel.

The number of dairy farms in the US dropped 20
percent over five years, ending up at 37,468 at the end
of 2018. “In my town here in 1987, there were 27 pro-
ducing dairy farms,” Davenport said. “Now there are
three.” The small rebound in milk prices at the end of
2019 has allowed for a little hope, but the situation is
still tenuous. If Davenport makes it through, it will be
due to the quality of his milk, for which he has won
numerous awards. Everything comes down to cleanli-
ness, he said. In the stable, the cow dung is regularly
removed with a scraper. — AFP

How Sanders 
won backing 
of young stars 

The scene was unexpected, to say the least: In the
middle of a nail salon in gritty Detroit, controver-
sial young rapper Cardi B sat across from 78-

year-old Senator Bernie Sanders, questioning the
would-be Democratic presidential nominee about the
issues of the day. From healthcare to police violence,
the former strip-tease dancer grilled the aging politi-
cian for 12 minutes. Once the interview was over, Cardi
B posted snippets on social media, where they would be
viewed millions of times. 

Reaching potential voters with no great interest in
politics is hugely important for candidates, who often
seek celebrities’ help in breaking through. And in the
United States, where Hollywood awards shows are
often politicized, many celebrities are only too happy to
take their political views to a broader public.  

If the other most left-leaning Democratic candidate,
Senator Elizabeth Warren, can brag about the backing
of soccer world champion Megan Rapinoe or superstar
actress Scarlett Johansson, self-described democratic
socialist Sanders has his own impressive list of support-
ers from among the country’s youngest and trendiest
stars. The oldest of the 11 Democrats still in the race,
Sanders scored a major coup when he posed with glob-
al pop star Ariana Grande (who has 173 million
Instagram followers) after a concert.

Sanders’ attraction  
The Sanders paradox - he galvanized youthful sup-

porters in his 2016 campaign as well - is alluded to in a
video by supermodel Emily Ratajkowski. “He is not a
young, sexy candidate,” she says, adding that “he is
powerful not because of who he is as one person, but
because of the way he invigorates people.” Is Sanders
stocking up on under-30 star supporters in order to
distract from his own advanced age? His staff strongly
denies this.  

Cardi B, who herself recently expressed interest in
pursuing politics, “grew up, you know, in a working-
class environment in New York”, said Briahna Joy Gray,
Sanders’ national press secretary.  Having “only recently
become successful,” Gray added, the rapper knows
something about issues like low-wage jobs. The inter-
view in a nail salon “was her idea,” said Rene Spellman,
Sanders’ deputy campaign manager, adding that “we
have a lot of hip-hop endorsers.”

Both women said it was the candidate’s history as an
anti-establishment figure from a culture of protest that
has attracted youthful celebrities and others, not to
mention older personalities like film makers Michael
Moore and Jim Jarmusch. 

The concert candidate 
But do these endorsements make a real difference?

Even more than this weekend’s pre-rally concerts with
indie groups like Bon Iver and Vampire Weekend or
various fundraising events, they can reach different
audiences. “We have to find ways to reach audiences
that aren’t the same people who are maybe watching
the mainstream news,” Gray told AFP. Spellman, who
has worked in the music industry, added that politicians
need to reach out to people who don’t necessarily see
the relevance of politics. 

The support of stars, added Spellman, who is
responsible for the campaign’s relations with celebri-
ties, can help a candidate appeal on a more personal
basis. “When you know who Cardi B is... and then you
see her pushing very hard for a particular candidate,
you understand the connection between her experience
and her involvement,” Spellman said. “And then it starts
to make the connection in your own life real and rele-
vant.” Celebrity endorsements “have been a part of US
presidential politics for nearly a hundred years”, said
David Jackson, a political science professor at Bowling
Green State University, in Ohio. “But in the past 30 years
or so, celebrity involvement has grown.” He said there
were “lots of studies showing that celebrity endorse-
ments do influence not just people’s opinions about par-
ticular policies, but their votes as well.” — AFP 

Palestinian demonstrators take part in a protest against the US-brokered Middle East peace plan while holding a banner that reads in Arabic “Down with the deal of the centu-
ry, down with Donald Trump and Benjamin Netanyahu” in Rafah in the southern Gaza Strip on Saturday. — AFP  

Cloning musical 
heritage in 
the key of 3D 

When Mina Jang played the same melodious tune on
two different flutes behind a screen, she said the
examiners grading her couldn’t tell the difference.

Yet the two instruments were made in dramatically different
ways. One was a handmade version of an original early 18th-
century flute crafted in 2001, while the other was made of
white plastic and “cloned” using a 3D printer in 2019. 

The Museum of Music in Paris, whose collection
includes a 2,500-year-old flute made of a vulture bone,
has recently begun experimenting with the technique in an
effort to better preserve period instruments. “The idea was
to find out how to rapidly obtain a copy of an instrument
whilst respecting the original flute,” said the 35-year-old
professional flautist and researcher in baroque music, who
initiated the idea. Before being printed, the carefully
copied 18th-century flute was x-rayed to identify its pre-
cise characteristics. The original it was based on was made
by the celebrated French composer and instrument maker
Jacques-Martin Hotteterre and is today preserved behind
glass at the museum. 

Musical time travel 
3D printing has advantages over handmade instruments,

taking just 24 hours to make, compared to a month in a
workshop, and costing hundreds instead of thousands of
euros. But Stephane Vaiedelich, in charge of the museum’s
laboratory which worked with other partners on the proj-
ect too, says the move is purely about conserving musical
heritage. “3D printing isn’t about replacing instrument
makers,” he told AFP. 

“The idea is to recreate a historical instrument so that
the public can appreciate its sound and to revive an
important heritage. It’s an extraordinary way of travelling
through time and recapturing old repertoires,” he said,
adding that a second flute had also been cloned. While 3D
printing has become increasingly popular in different sec-
tors over the last 20 years, including for reproducing
instruments, Vaiedelich said the museum believed it was
the first to experiment with the 3D reproduction of old
instruments, using a scientific approach.  A few orchestras
play using original instruments from the period, such as
the French group Les Siecles (The Centuries), but wind
instruments struggle to withstand humidity. “It expands
wood and can break” the instruments, Vaiedelich said.
The museum chose to copy a transverse flute, precisely
because - unlike an oboe - most of the musician’s breath
passes outside the instrument. “The material has less of
an impact on the timbre,” Vaiedelich said. 

Using plastic for the 3D reproduced instruments also
raises environmental issues. Vaiedelich said the ideal would

be to print using recycled materials. Fanny Reyre Menard,
vice-president of the trade union grouping together mak-
ers and repairers of instruments, said the material used
was the only downside. “For craftsmen, plastic cannot be
compared to wood,” she said. “A wooden sound box is
fundamental for a violin.”  On the whole though, Menard
said that 3D printing presented an opportunity. “It’s not a
danger, but rather a very good tool for sharing information
and prototypes between craftsmen,” she said. — AFP

Jim Davenport

Cardi B              Bernie Sanders

Musician Mina Jang holds a 3D-printing replica (left) of a
wooden transverse flute (right) at the music lab of the Music
Museum (“Musee de la Musique”) at the Philarmonie in Paris
on Jan 17, 2020. - AFP 


